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ADDENDUM # 1 

 
 
Solicitation Number: 2024-020 
Solicitation Name: E. Cherokee Dr. at Mill Creek Dr. Intersection Improvements 
Addendum Release Date: March 26, 2024 

       
 
Prime Bidders/Proposers acknowledge the receipt of this Addendum by inserting the number 
and date in the appropriate position on the Proposal Form.  Failure to do so may subject the 
Bidder/Proposer to disqualification.  This Addendum is a part of the Contract Documents.  It 
modifies them as follows: 
 
 
1. Question:  Undercut Excavation.  Will the county follow 210.5.C GDOT Specifications for this 

pay item? (See below). 
 
"Undercutting areas not shown in the Plans when directed by the Engineer will be paid for at 
the rate of $7.50 per cubic yard ($9.80 per cubic meter)for quantities up to 750 yd³ (575 m³)." 

 
Answer:  No, undercut excavation is to be bid upon as a line item. 

 
2. Question:  Future Irrigation Line.  Can the County please provide more details (type, size, 

length, and UM) on the future irrigation line shown on page 13-0002E and paid under Grading 
Complete as per the project specifics? 
 
Answer:  The project specifics are revised to delete this note regarding bidding under grading 
complete. Bid on future lighting and landscaping pay items as shown in plans. 
 

3. Question:  Pullbox for Future Irrigation Line.  Will the two pull boxes shown on page 13-0002E 
used for the future irrigation line be paid under grading complete as well?  If so, can the 
county please provide more details and the type on them? 
 
Answer:  No, refer to answer for bid question number 2. 

 
 
 



4. Question:  Item 682-2120 - Pull Box, TP 2.  Can the County please revise the unit of 
measurement on this pay item and change it from LF to EACH? 
 
Answer:  Yes, bid tab will be revised. 
 

5. Question:  Roundabout Lightning as per Line 7.  Will the contractor be responsible for 
illuminating the road once the widening is completed and before the concrete island is built 
and traffic is shifted? If not, can the County please clarify when illuminating becomes the 
contractor's responsibility? 

 
Answer:  The contractor will be responsible for illuminating the road during the entire 
contract time up until final acceptance. Please refer to project specifics number 7 and 15. 

 
6. Question:  Water / Sewer Items.  Utility Plans show proposed Water and Sewer work. Will 

Pay Items be added for this work or is this to be performed by others?  
 
Answer:  It will be performed by others. 

 
7. Question:  When will the road for Deer Valley Parkway be installed? Per the plans it looks like 

we are tying into the road once it is built 
 

Answer:  It will be coordinated during construction. 
 
8. Question:  Are there any utilities that need to be relocated before the contractor starts work? 
 

Answer:  Water and sewer lines will be coordinated with the developer. 
 

9. Question:  If we provide a detour, can we shut down the road for certain phases of the road 
work? 

 
Answer:  Please refer to project specific number 13. 

 
10. Question:  Concrete Coloring.  Does the color used for the roundabout and aprons have to be 

integrated in the ready mix or can it be applied after pouring it? 
 

Answer:  Yes, it is integrated. 
 

11. Question:  Patching Item.  Can the county please provide the depth of the patching? 
 
Answer:  4” typical. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

**END** 


